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	Practical Big Data Analytics: Hands-on techniques to implement enterprise analytics and machine learning using Hadoop, Spark, NoSQL and R, 9781783554393 (1783554398), Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get command of your organizational Big Data using the power of data science and analytics 

	
		Key Features

		
			A perfect companion to boost your Big Data storing, processing, analyzing skills to help you take informed business decisions
	
			Work with the best tools such as Apache Hadoop, R, Python, and Spark for NoSQL platforms to perform massive online analyses
	
			Get expert tips on statistical inference, machine learning, mathematical modeling, and data visualization for Big Data


	
		Book Description

	
		Big Data analytics relates to the strategies used by organizations to collect, organize and analyze large amounts of data to uncover valuable business insights that otherwise cannot be analyzed through traditional systems. Crafting an enterprise-scale cost-efficient Big Data and machine learning solution to uncover insights and value from your organization's data is a challenge. Today, with hundreds of new Big Data systems, machine learning packages and BI Tools, selecting the right combination of technologies is an even greater challenge. This book will help you do that.

	
		With the help of this guide, you will be able to bridge the gap between the theoretical world of technology with the practical ground reality of building corporate Big Data and data science platforms. You will get hands-on exposure to Hadoop and Spark, build machine learning dashboards using R and R Shiny, create web-based apps using NoSQL databases such as MongoDB and even learn how to write R code for neural networks.

	
		By the end of the book, you will have a very clear and concrete understanding of what Big Data analytics means, how it drives revenues for organizations, and how you can develop your own Big Data analytics solution using different tools and methods articulated in this book.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Get a 360-degree view into the world of Big Data, data science and machine learning
	
			Broad range of technical and business Big Data analytics topics that caters to the interests of the technical experts as well as corporate IT executives
	
			Get hands-on experience with industry-standard Big Data and machine learning tools such as Hadoop, Spark, MongoDB, KDB+ and R
	
			Create production-grade machine learning BI Dashboards using R and R Shiny with step-by-step instructions
	
			Learn how to combine open-source Big Data, machine learning and BI Tools to create low-cost business analytics applications
	
			Understand corporate strategies for successful Big Data and data science projects
	
			Go beyond general-purpose analytics to develop cutting-edge Big Data applications using emerging technologies


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		The book is intended for existing and aspiring Big Data professionals who wish to become the go-to person in their organization when it comes to Big Data architecture, analytics, and governance. While no prior knowledge of Big Data or related technologies is assumed, it will be helpful to have some programming experience.
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Systematics as Cyberscience: Computers, Change, and  Continuity in Science (Inside Technology)MIT Press, 2008
The use of information and communication technology in scientific research has been hailed as the means to a new larger-scale, more efficient, and cost-effective science. But although scientists increasingly use computers in their work and institutions have made massive investments in technology, we still have little idea how computing affects the...

		

Digital Video and Audio Broadcasting Technology: A Practical Engineering Guide (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2010

	"Digital Video and Audio Broadcasting Technology – A Practical Engineering Guide" deals with all the most important digital television, sound radio and multimedia standards such as MPEG, DVB, DVD, DAB, ATSC, T-DMB, DMB-T, DRM and ISDB-T. The book provides an in-depth look at these subjects in terms of practical experience. In...


		

PDF Forms Using Acrobat and LiveCycle Designer BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This comprehensive guide to creating fillable forms with the latest release of Adobe Acrobat is packed with real-world insights and techniques gained from daily use of Adobe Acrobat and Adobe LiveCycle Designer under business deadline situations. You'll get step-by-step instructions that show you how to easily create and implement...





	

Data Integration Blueprint and Modeling: Techniques for a Scalable and Sustainable ArchitectureIBM Press, 2011

	Making Data Integration Work: How to Systematically Reduce Cost, Improve Quality, and Enhance Effectiveness


	 


	Today’s enterprises are investing massive resources in data integration. Many possess thousands of point-to-point data...


		

Microsoft SQL Server High Availability (Microsoft Windows Server)Sams Publishing, 2004
  			Offers example-based coverage for various high availability solutions.    		

	
     High availability is becoming an increasingly important topic for database administrators, data architects and system architects. 
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Stress Field of the Earth's CrustSpringer, 2010
This book about rock stress is suitable for students in geosciences and engineering, who need to broaden their horizon about the Stress Field of the Earth´s Crust. The book covers the topic in a way such that geoscience students will be able to grasp the Cauchy Stress Principle without fear of matrix transformations in an exercise....
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